On his train ride home from the 1928 Harvard–Yale football game, Eben Byers fell and suffered a minor injury. To return himself to his pre-injury vigor, Byers followed the recommendation of his physician and started taking Radithor, a tonic of radium salts dissolved in water. Like many in the early 20th century, Byers and his physician may have heard assertions of sentences like (1) made by promoters of radioactive cure-alls like Radithor.

(1) The ionizing process of the Alpha rays sets up revitalizing forces in these glands [of aging], pouring renewed streams of hormones into the blood and bringing about the most astonishing results.\(^1\)

Lacking anything but the vaguest notions of ionization, alpha rays, “revitalizing forces”, radioactivity, or what it means for a hormone to be “renewed”, these men would likely have just gone along with such statements, accepting without understanding them, especially since those making the assertions appeared to be well-informed doctors or scientists.

Sometimes accepting claims without understanding them doesn’t have much effect beyond the conversation itself. But often it does. Having accepted (1), Byers and others would have been more prepared to accept claims like (2).

(2) Ingesting radioactive radium water is beneficial to health and harmless in any quantity.\(^2\)

Convinced, Byers took “some 1,400 bottles” of Radithor over the course of two years. In hindsight, it’s not surprising that things did not end well. As a later Wall Street Journal headline put it, “The Radium Water Worked Fine Until His Jaw Came Off” (Winslow 1990).

---

\(^{1}\) This comes from Morris (1926, p. 183), a book devoted to promoting radioactive medicines and Radithor in particular. It was ghost-written by William Bailey, owner and inventor of Radithor. Morris, a doctor, contributed a few pages and his name for the cover. For more of this story, see Clark (1997, Ch. 7).

\(^{2}\) This is how the Chicago Daily Tribune (1932) reported it as being advertised.
When a speaker asserts something an addressee doesn’t understand, the addressee is put in a kind of stupor: an insensibility to the relevant implications of and evidence for or against the claim. Partly because of this, the addressee easily falls into taking on the claim as one of those jointly accepted in conversation. I will call this phenomenon *stupefying*: S stupefies A when S makes an assertion which A then accepts without understanding.

This article is a study of stupefying. We’ll see that stupefying is a conversational tool with important uses, both helpful and harmful. We’ll also see that it requires us to reject a standard assumption about how attention works in conversation.

Traditionally, philosophers of language have focused on conversations that are highly idealized, both descriptively and normatively. But there has been a recent surge of interest in conversations which are normatively non-ideal. Besides allowing us to coordinate in intricate, flexible, and mutually beneficial ways, language also gives us means to manipulate others into acting against their own interests, doing things they would never have thought to do had we not conversed with them. How does it allow us to do this?

One important means of manipulation through conversation involves getting one’s interlocutors to accept contents without first giving them due consideration. The work of Jason Stanley (2015) and Rae Langton (2018a) give us tools for thinking about this kind of manipulation. They point to various sneaky devices that operate in the conversational background which can get content into the common ground without the other interlocutors attending to that content. Their picture, I believe, is a useful one, but it also suggests that this kind of manipulation can only happen through reliance on not-at-issue content or back-door speech acts. I’ll argue that stupefying shows this cannot be right.

In §1, I present a preliminary account of the relevant kind of manipulation, bolstering Stanley’s and Langton’s ideas by bringing them together with recent work on the dynamics of attention in conversation. In §2, I argue that stupefying refutes this account, since it allows one to sneak explicitly asserted, at-issue content past one’s interlocutor into the common ground—straight through the front door—without that content’s being attended to. I then diagnose where the original theory went wrong and show how to revise it in light of the lesson from stupefying. In §3, I take up the question of why stupefying occurs and what should be done about it. It emerges there that while stupefying is often harmful, it can also be used harmlessly as part of fully cooperative and rational interactions, and indeed may be crucial for an important kind of instruction and learning. I conclude that while stupefying should be treated with caution, we should not adopt a blanket policy of avoiding it.

1. Short-Circuiting and Inattention

Conversations are had for various reasons and can accomplish various things. But if an exchange is to be a conversation, as opposed to mere talking-at, then the interlocutors must share the proximate goal of coordinating on a body of information which is to count as commonly accepted, or at least the goal of appearing to so coordinate. This is why models of conversation typically involve as a central component some notion of *common ground*: a body of information publicly accepted or committed to by the interlocutors at a given stage of the conversation.

Sharing this goal does not require the full alignment of aims, however. And indeed, many conversations are characterized by competition, domination, and subversion. Speech, as Adam Smith says, “is the great instrument of ambition, of real superiority, of leading and directing the judgments and conduct of other people” (§VII.iv.25, 1790). Shaping the common ground is an important way of directing the judgments and

---


4. For discussion, see Asher and Lascarides (2013).

5. See §1.1 for a more detailed account of what common ground is.
conduct of others, an important way to control them, even against their own interests. But how does this happen, exactly?

Sometimes the most efficient way to persuade and direct others is to simply present your evidence and reasoning carefully and to be open to resolving various disagreements through rational means. When this is so, even a speaker with less than fully cooperative aims will behave as if they were interested simply in the results of joint rational deliberation. But this is often not the most efficient way of using language to influence others. Perhaps you don’t have overwhelming evidence for what you wish to persuade others of. Or you do, but don’t trust your audience to recognize it. Or you think they could recognize it, but it would take too long for them to do so. For these and other reasons, people often turn to other means of persuasion and influence with speech, means contrary to ideals of mutual respect. Sometimes this will involve getting one’s interlocutor to allow something into the common ground which they have not deliberated about sufficiently. This is what I will call conversational short-circuiting.

What methods of short-circuiting are there, and how do they work? In the remainder of this section, I will develop a theory of an important kind of short-circuiting, inattentional short-circuiting, which involves adding content to common ground without one’s interlocutors attending to that content. The resulting account looks plausible, but in §2 I will argue that stupefying shows it needs to be revised.

In brief, the account is as follows. Utterances can add contents to common ground in two ways: through at-issue content, which is in the conversational foreground, and not-at-issue content, which is in the background. Content which is at-issue is publicly attended to before it is added to common ground, making it an unpromising channel for short-circuiting. Rational interlocutors will not let information they are attending to into the common ground unless it is in their interest to do so. Not-at-issue content, on the other hand, need not be attended to before being added to the common ground, allowing for inattentional short-circuiting. We would expect, then, short-circuiting to operate through not-at-issue updates to common ground, such as presupposition accommodation, rather than through at-issue content.

1.1 Common Ground and Conversational Tone
To explain in more detail how content is snuck into the common ground, we’ll need to say just what common ground is. We’ll work with the view, due primarily to Stalnaker, that the common ground is the set of propositions which all of the conversational participants accept in a suitably public way.

What does it take for acceptance to be suitably public? One way to think about publicity is on the infinitely iterated common belief model of Stalnaker (2002): each of the interlocutors believes that I accept p, believes that each of the interlocutors believes that I accept p, and so on. I will leave open whether publicity needs to be understood in this way.

6. Short-circuiting is a way of manipulating with speech, but it’s not the only way. One can manipulate through lying or misleading, for example, which undermines joint deliberation in other ways. There are also more brute force methods, which don’t have much to do with joint deliberation: one can goad with insults and slurs, intimidate with threats, and so on.

7. See Stalnaker (1970), Stalnaker (1974), Stalnaker (1978), Stalnaker (1998), Stalnaker (2002), and Stalnaker (2014). There is an alternative picture of common ground, which I’ll call the public commitments model, which stems from Lewis (1979) (though see also Hamblin (1971)). Recent work in this tradition includes Ginzburg (2012), Lepore and Stone (2015), and Farkas and Roelofsen (2017). On this view, we can treat a conversation as having a conventionally determined “score” which can be updated in various rule-governed ways. Among other components, the conversational scoreboard will include the propositions which the participants are all jointly committed to: the common ground (or the conversational record, as some call it). My arguments do not require us to decide between these understandings of common ground. Readers who prefer one over the other may take their pick.

For those who prefer, as I do, to follow Camp (2018) in incorporating both kinds of common ground into our theories of discourse, we may treat my claims about ‘common ground’ hereafter as referring to a strengthened notion, including only those contents which are common ground in the sense of being publicly accepted and common ground in the sense of appearing as joint commitments on the conversational scoreboard.

8. See also Lewis (1969) and Schiffer (1972) for closely related ideas.
demanding way, or whether we should make do with something less.9

And what does it take to accept a proposition? Following Stalnaker, we’ll take this to be a rather thin notion, where one accepts a proposition iff one treats it as true for the purposes of the conversation. One can accept by believing, but acceptance is weaker than belief, in that it includes pretense, supposition, and so on. Not all conversations are serious, sober ones where everyone is taken to believe what they say. But by saying something they are still, in some way, for some purpose, acting as if what they have said is true. In such cases contents can be accepted without being believed, and so can be common ground without being believed.

This introduces a puzzle for us, though. We’re interested in how making additions to common ground could be used to control others. But on its own, something’s counting as common ground in a conversation doesn’t seem to mean much. Acceptance doesn’t require belief, so one may accept something, act as if it is true for the purpose of the conversation, then go on one’s merry way believing the opposite.10 If Bob confronts Anne with the fact that she was committed in some conversation to \( p \) but now seems to be acting otherwise, Anne can sometimes easily explain herself by saying “Oh, we were just messing around. I didn’t actually believe any of that” or “We were just talking about what would be the case supposing that \( q \). I don’t know whether \( q \) is true, though, and haven’t made up my mind about \( p \)”.

How, then, does getting something into the common ground make for an effective means of influence?

The answer: not all conversations are ones of pretense or reasonably regarded as such. Anne’s above excuses won’t get her out of what she said or agreed to in any ordinary conversation, and it would be a poor defense of having given perjurious testimony under oath. We can draw

9. For arguments that we should make do with less, see Clark and Marshall (1981) and Lederman (2018).
10. And however we spell out what a conversational commitment is on the public commitments model (see note 7), in order to allow for the cases of pretense, supposition, and so on, it cannot in general be something strongly binding and enforced through social censure outside the conversation.
reject or otherwise resist the assertion. If ϕ is the sentence being asserted, what is proposed to be added to common ground is □ϕ, the semantic content conventionally associated with ϕ. If the addressee accepts, into the common ground □ϕ goes.

But this picture is too simple. Often there are multiple contents semantically encoded in a single sentence which have importantly different statuses. Compare the following:

(3) a. The modern antivaccine movement can be traced to a paper published 16 years ago in *The Lancet*, a respected medical journal.

b. *The Lancet*, which published a paper 16 years ago to which the modern antivaccine movement can be traced, is a respected medical journal.

Both sentences encode the proposition that *The Lancet* is a respected medical journal and the proposition that the modern antivaccine movement can be traced to a paper published in *The Lancet* 16 years prior to the utterance. But they differ in how they present these propositions. In (3-a), the information about the origins of the antivaccine movement is presented as the main issue, whereas the status of *The Lancet* is backgrounded. This can be seen by considering how (3-a) sounds in response to a question like “Where does the antivaccine movement come from?” (good) and how it sounds in response to a question like “What is *The Lancet*?” (bad). Things are just the reverse with (3-b). Potts (2005) introduces the term at-issue content for the information foregrounded in this way and not-at-issue content for the backgrounded information. In light of this, we need to make a revision to our view of assertion: it is the at-issue content of an assertion which is explicitly proposed to be added to common ground.

I’ll take not-at-issue content to include any other content conveyed by an utterance. This will be a broad and disunified class, including the contents expressed by supplements like nominal appositives and non-restrictive relative clauses (as in (3)), conversational implicatures, and presuppositions. Such breadth makes our next claim relatively easy to defend: some not-at-issue content gets added to common ground.

There are various controversies over just what not-at-issue content gets added to common ground and how it does so, but these will not

---

13. See Farkas and Bruce (2010). For alternative ways of resisting that don’t involve rejection, see Bledin and Rawlins (2016) and Bledin and Rawlins (2020).
14. I’m ignoring context-sensitivity here. More accurately, but still overly simplified: what is added to the common ground is the value of the semantic character conventionally associated with ϕ given the context of utterance as an input, as in Kaplan (1989). We might also allow the assertoric content—what gets proposed for addition to the common ground—to come apart from the semantic value of the sentence, even relativized to context. Then what gets added to common ground is a content which is not identical to the semantic value of the sentence, but some content determined by it (perhaps only partially). See Dummett (1973, pp. 446–447), Lewis (1980), Stanley (1997), Ninan (2010), Rabern (2012), and Stalnaker (2018), though see also King (2007, Ch. 6), Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009), and Stojačić (2017) for pushback.
15. Many follow Ginzburg (1996), Roberts (1996–2012), and others in including in the model a component for recording what has recently been proposed for common ground-hood, as a kind of staging ground. Farkas and Bruce (2010) call this ‘the Table’.
16. Davies (2008–).
concern us. All we need is that it sometimes does happen. One relatively uncontentious case of not-at-issue update to common ground is through presupposition accommodation.\(^{18}\) When one utters (4), one presupposes that Mary smoked at some point.

\[
(4) \quad \text{Mary stopped smoking.}
\]

That is, one treats it as already established—that Mary smoked. But one can use such an utterance in cases where it isn’t already established. In such cases, the presupposition typically becomes common ground, perhaps with the pretense that it was there all along.

Interestingly, accommodation seems to happen by default. Presuppositions are not always accommodated; one can challenge them or outright reject them. But without any explicit challenging, they will typically go into the common ground without any effort from the participants of the conversation, regardless of what happens with any at-issue content of the utterance.

Even in cases where the at-issue content is rejected, the presuppositions will often be accommodated anyways.

\[
(5) \quad A: \text{Has Mary stopped smoking?}
B: \text{I don’t know, I didn’t even realize that she did smoke.}
\]

Here the issue of whether Mary has stopped smoking is left unresolved, but the issue of whether Mary ever smoked is tacitly settled, as von Fintel puts it, “quietly and without fuss” (2008, p. 137).

The distinction between updating the common ground through at-issue content and doing so through not-at-issue content (as with presuppositions) has been a crucial one to work on non-ideal speech. Stanley, for example, argues “that propaganda typically affects the not-at-issue content of an utterance. It enters into the common ground by routes other than assertion” (2015, p. 172).\(^{19}\) Langton argues that backdoor speech acts—“low profile speech acts, enabled by presuppositions and their ilk, that tend to win by default” (Langton 2018a, p. 146)—are an effective tool for “evil” speech, since they can be difficult to block. This is in part because “[b]ack-door speech acts can have an under-the-radar quality absent in assertion. When someone says ‘Even George could win,’ attention is on ‘George could win,’ not on ‘even,’ still less on ‘George is an unpromising candidate’” (Langton 2018a, p. 159).\(^{20}\)

The idea, then, is that we can sneak content into the common ground through the not-at-issue back door. Asserted, at-issue content, however, lacks this ability. I will flesh out this idea more explicitly in the remainder of this section.

1.3 The At-Issue/Attention Link

The account turns on what content speakers are aware of. To track this, we can enrich standard models of discourse with a class of agent-relative modal operators \(A_i\), where \(A_i \phi\) says that the agent \(i\) is aware of \(\phi\).\(^{21}\) But when does an agent count as aware of a sentence? As we’ll see in §2, there are a few related notions of awareness that will be useful to include in our theories, but for now we’ll follow Franke and de Jager (2011) and others in taking the relevant kind of awareness to be attention. More specifically, we’ll think of it as attention to the content of the sentence; attending to the mere phonetic or orthographic object won’t

---

19. Stanley is using not-at-issue content in a somewhat narrower sense than I am. This will not affect the account I am spelling out here, however.
21. The semantics of this operator can be given by adding to a discourse model functions \(A_i\) from worlds to sets of sentences, specifying which sentences the agent \(i\) is aware of at a given world. See Fagin and Halpern (1988). In order to allow for awareness to change during a conversation, we should also index these operators to times, but I will ignore that here. There are various other, more informative ways we might wish to model agents’ awareness states (for example, with a question-based model like that of Yalcin (2018) and Bledin and Rawlins (2020)), but we don’t need the extra structure for current purposes.
suffice. $A_i \phi$, then, says that $A$ is attending to $\phi$’s content, where what it takes to attend to a content is to be actively thinking or entertaining it. I attend to the content of ‘It’s raining’ by attentively considering whether it is raining or entertaining the thought that it is raining. Even more specifically than that, we want $A_i \phi$ to indicate attention to the content of $\phi$ as the content of $\phi$. I’m not attending to the content of a sentence in the relevant sense if it’s written in a language I don’t understand but I just happen to be entertaining the content it expresses by coincidence. Nor am I attending to its content in the relevant way if I am considering the question whether this sentence, whatever it means, is true. For $A_i \phi$ to hold, $i$ must be entertaining the content of the sentence itself as the content of that sentence.

This is close to what we need, but it’s still not quite right. As we’ve seen, sentences often have multiple contents, so it can’t be attention to the content of the sentence that we’re after. What we want instead is something which says which content, if any, an agent is attending to. One way to do this is by indexing our attention operators to contents as well as to individuals, like so:

$$A^C_i \phi \iff \begin{array}{l}
(i) \ c \text{ is a content of } \phi \\
(ii) \ i \text{ is attending to } c \text{ as a content of } \phi.
\end{array}$$

So for each content $c$ of $\phi$, there will be an attention operator for each individual $i$ that says $i$ is attending to $c$ as a content of content of $\phi$. $A^C_i \phi$, for instance, says that $i$ is attending to $\phi$’s at-issue content, $[\phi]$.

And if $\pi$ is a presupposition of $\phi$, then $A^{\pi}_i \phi$ says that $i$ is attending to that presupposition.

Now that we’ve singled out the relevant notion of attention, we need to link it to what happens in a conversation. As various authors have observed, it’s hopeless to look for an account which fully specifies how attention shifts in response to an utterance. What people attend to varies dramatically from person to person and context to context, and not in any reasonably systematic way. However, there’s one claim that seems to be generally agreed upon by those who have worked on the dynamics of attention in conversation: asserted content is publicly attended to.

Bledin and Rawlins (2016), for example, rely on a principle called Drawing Attention, which says that if a speaker utters $\phi$, then the attention state of every other discourse participant $\pi$ is immediately updated to ensure $A^\pi_i \phi$, prior to any further processing (such as allowing into the common ground or challenging the assertion in some way). For Franke and de Jager (2011), it’s important that “unawareness from inattentiveness is lifted spontaneously whenever agents process linguistic information that contains mention of an unaware contingency” (p. 80). Others concur. Accepting any such proposal will imply the following principle:

22. See Mole (2011), Mole (2021), and Watzl (2017) for some options concerning what it takes for an activity to be done attentively.
23. We might try spelling this out as attending to the content because the sentence was uttered, but this will be subject to deviant causal chain problems like those familiar from action theory and epistemology. Whether it can be spelled out some other way is an interesting question, but for now we’ll not try to define it in other terms.
24. And we make the corresponding adjustment to our discourse models, now with functions $A^C_i$, still from from worlds to sets of sentences, specifying which sentences the agent $i$ is aware of having $c$ as a content at a given world.
25. There are various principles we might want to use to constrain $A^C_i$, given that we wish to interpret it in this way. It seems natural to suppose that when an agent attends to the at-issue content of $\phi$, they also attend to that of $\neg \phi$ (and vice versa). Whenever you’re considering whether $\phi$ is true, you’re also considering whether $\neg \phi$ is true. We might want to require that when an agent attends to the at-issue content of $\phi \land \psi$, they also attend to that of $\phi$ and of $\psi$. For several authors working with the notion of attention, it is important that if one attends to the content of $\phi \lor \psi$, one also attends to that of $\phi$. We need not settle here what principles we should impose as axioms for how $A^C_i$ behaves. All we need is a principle connecting $A^C_i$ to conversational moves.
26. Modulo their notation and treatment of attention as having subject matters, rather than propositions, as its content.
27. Roelofsen (2013, p. 194) says that in uttering $\phi$, a speaker is taken to “[d]raw attention to all the possibilities in $[\phi]$ as possibilities that may contain the actual world”. Crone (2017, p. 47) assumes that “an utterance minimally raises awareness of all atomic proposition letters within that utterance”. Similar ideas appear in Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen (2011, p. 98), Crone (2018), and Bledin and Rawlins (2020).
**At-Issue/Attention Link**: At-issue content of an utterance is always attended to by each interlocutor before being added to common ground.

What about not-at-issue contents? Some, no doubt, will in fact be attended to. And perhaps certain ones, like those associated with appositives (as in (3)), will be attended to as automatically as at-issue content is. But often they are not. Presuppositions, for instance, are not always attended to before they are added to the common ground. This was just Langton’s point. There is thus no strong link between not-at-issue contents and attention.

**Not-at-Issue/Attention Separation**: Not-at-issue content is not always attended to by each interlocutor before being added to common ground.

What results from these two principles is a plausible account of how conversational short-circuiting can happen. One way to ensure that content is not sufficiently deliberated about before it is added to the common ground is through inattentional short-circuiting: getting it into the common ground without your interlocutors attending to that content. If At-Issue/Attention Link is true, then inattentional short-circuiting cannot be done with at-issue content. However, given Not-at-Issue/Attention Separation, it can be done with not-at-issue content.

Like sleight of hand, inattentional short-circuiting relies on misdirection of attention, the oldest trick in the book. While you attend to one thing, the speaker has snuck something else into the common ground. Coming out of the conversation, at least if it had the right conversational tone, you may find yourself with new commitments you didn’t knowingly assent to and new beliefs (if only implicit ones) to which you never gave adequate consideration.

If this is right, then there’s an important means of conversational short-circuiting which is only available for contents packaged in a not-at-issue way. We can see why not-at-issue content would be a more promising vector for short-circuiting, just as Stanley and Langton suggest. It is thus unsurprising that not-at-issue content has been the focus of much of the work on manipulative speech.

This is an attractive account, but as we will soon see, it is wrong.

## 2. Stupefying as At-Issue Short Circuiting

Stupefying, on my view, is a means of inattentional short-circuiting that works with at-issue content. In this section, I develop and defend my account of stupefying.

I start in §2.1 by distinguishing two kinds of stupefying. Both involve lack of attention and seem to get their at-issue contents into the common ground. If this is right, then we must give up the At-Issue/Attention Link. In §2.2, I raise and respond to two objections for thinking that these contents do get into the common ground. In §2.3, I point out that we can account for what made the At-Issue/Attention Link attractive by appealing to a normative requirement on attention. I finish the account of stupefying in §2.4 by showing how contents being in the common ground can be useful for manipulation of others even when they don’t understand those contents.

### 2.1 Two Kinds of Stupefying

Stupefying involves an addressee accepting an assertion without understanding it. When Eben Byers accepted claims like (1) about why radium water would help him, he was stupefied. Not only did he not understand what was said, but he couldn’t have understood what was being said. Having no idea what ionization or alpha rays are, he lacked the relevant

---

28. That said, it’s worth noting that with appositives, the timing of the attention might differ from that of at-issue content. And it seems that when it comes to the addressee’s turn to speak, the attention may be required to be only on the at-issue content. Subsentential attentional dynamics is yet to be explored, but it seems to me that it might account for the different discourse behavior of sentence medial and sentence final appositives observed by Syrett and Koey (2014) and Anderbois, Brasoveanu, and Henderson (2015).

29. Various means of manipulating people to act against their own interests rely on misdirection of attention. See Akerlof and Shiller (2015) for some examples from economics.
concepts to grasp the sentence’s content. This kind of stupefying, which arises from an addressee’s lacking the conceptual resources to grasp the asserted content, is what I’ll call *stupefying by content*. Sometimes we are stupefied not because we can’t grasp the relevant content, but because we don’t recognize that the assertion that’s just been made is a way of expressing that content. Suppose on your visit to the Outer Banks in North Carolina, you ask an Ocracoke Island local whether it’s a good idea to stay at a particular cottage. They tell you it is not, then explain:

(6) Its pizer is all whopperjawed.

Now, you might ask what a pizer is and what it is for it to be whopperjawed. But you may just as well say “Oh, okay,” accepting (6) without understanding it, then go on to ask about the other place you were considering.

In this latter case, you’ve been stupefied, but not because there was some content which you were incapable of understanding. In the speaker’s dialect, pizer just means porch and whopperjawed means crooked or misaligned. You can, of course, grasp the proposition that the cottage’s porch is crooked. Unlike the Byers case, it’s (6)’s form rather than its content that prevents you from understanding it. This is *stupefying by form*.

Linguistic ignorance is not the only way stupefying by form can occur. Someone may have put things in such a convoluted way that processing it would take more effort than one can or is willing to expend. Or they may have simply mumbled. Again, in cases like these, one might follow up with a request for clarification, but often one instead accepts without understanding.

These two kinds of stupefying correspond with ways awareness operators like $\text{A}_c^i$ have been interpreted in the economics and computer science literatures. Above we noted that besides the attentional sense discussed in linguistics, it is sometimes understood in other ways. Indeed, usually the notion is introduced as being about “lack of conception” (Schipper 2015, p. 77), using examples like this one:

How can someone say that he knows or doesn’t know about $p$ if $p$ is a concept he is completely unaware of? One can imagine the puzzled frown on a Bantu tribesman’s face when asked if he knows that personal computer prices are going down!

(Fagin and Halpern 1988, p. 40)

This is very close to stupefying by content. One can just as well imagine the Bantu tribesman saying that yes, of course he knows that, despite not being able to grasp the relevant content due to lack of the relevant concepts.

The other way ‘awareness’ is sometimes interpreted is as an ability to process, on which “an agent is aware of a formula if he can compute whether or not it is true in a given situation within a certain time or space bound” (Fagin and Halpern 1988, p. 41). Work on this typically focuses on issues of computational complexity and resource bounded algorithms for computing truth in interpreted formal languages, but for application to natural language discourse one could incorporate linguistic ignorance, facts about human sentence processing, and features of the form of an utterance which can affect its interpretability in a given context. In this sense of awareness, you lacked awareness of (6), even though you are

---

30. See Wolfram and Reaser (2014, Ch. 5).


32. Though see Fritz and Lederman (2015, pp. 9–12). They argue that it’s also the attentional sense that is typically the requisite one for applications in economics.
aware of it in the conceivability sense.\textsuperscript{33}

Observe that both of these new kinds of unawareness imply the inattentational sense of unawareness we were working with in §1. One cannot attend to the content of a sentence in the relevant sense if one cannot process the sentence or if one cannot grasp the sentence’s content. This means that when someone has been stupefied by either form or context, one accepts a sentence without attending to its content.\textsuperscript{34}

And note that the unawareness of the stupefied concerns the at-issue content of those utterances which they are accepting. Byers’ incomprehension stemmed from not having the concepts for what is expressed by ionizing processes or alpha rays, the meaning of which contributes squarely to the at-issue content of (1). Because of this, he could not have attended to this content. And because you didn’t know the meaning of pizer and whopperjawed, you couldn’t attend to the at-issue content of (6). Assuming that acceptance of these utterances resulted in additions of their at-issue contents to common ground, as acceptance of assertions generally does, stupefying involves addition of at-issue contents to common ground without their being attended to. This would mean that the At-Issue/Attention Link does not hold, and we should not expect inattentational short-circuiting to happen only through not-at-issue

33. To keep track of these distinct notions of awareness, besides our attentional awareness operator $A^i$, we can introduce a similar operator for awareness in the ability to conceive sense, $C^i$, and awareness in the ability to process sense, $P^i$. What I’ve called stupefying by content, then, involves the addressee, $a$, publicly accepting $\phi$ where $\neg C^a_{i} \phi$. And stupefying by form involves $a$ publicly accepting $\phi$ where $\neg P^a_{i} \phi$. If we take $\neg C^a_{i} \phi$ to imply $\neg P^a_{i} \phi$, as I think we probably should, it may be more useful to define stupefying by form as stupefying merely by form, which would involve acceptance of $\phi$ when $\neg P^a_{i} \phi \land C^a_{i} \phi$.

34. We might take there to be a third kind of stupefying, which involves mere lack of attention. When one’s mind wanders as someone talks, one may be able to process the relevant utterances and grasp their contents, but not actually do so because of distraction. In such conditions one sometimes accepts things absent-mindedly, without understanding what has been said. This could be defined as accepting $\phi$ while $\neg A^a_{i} \phi \land P^a_{i} \phi$.

2.2 Stupefying and Common Ground

We may doubt, though, that these contents really are added to common ground, despite the fact that they apparently have been asserted and affirmed. I will raise and address two reasons for so doubting.

The first concerns the relation between speech acts and addressee understanding. On one prominent view, going back to Austin (1962, pp. 116–117), in order for a speaker to perform an illocutionary act like warning, ordering, asking, or refusing, the force and content of their utterance must get \emph{uptake} from their audience: its force and content must be understood.\textsuperscript{35} The actor on the stage yelling “Fire!” does not really warn the audience if the audience does not recognize the utterance as a warning.\textsuperscript{36} Nor would they have warned the audience if the audience took it as a warning but understood it to be a warning about the presence of a $\phi$-er. In these cases, there is no warning, only an attempt to warn.

In cases of stupefying, the content of the utterance is not understood, and so does not get uptake. This means that the illocutionary act has failed to be performed. There was no assertion after all, just an attempt at assertion. But if the content was not asserted, nobody has even proposed that it be added to the common ground, thus we shouldn’t think that it actually has been added to it. So goes the objection.

Depending on how we draw the boundary between illocutionary and perlocutionary acts, I am willing to grant that understanding may

35. Some interpreters of Austin doubt that he should be understood as committed to uptake as a general condition on the performance of illocutionary acts, as opposed to being required for the performance of some illocutionary acts or for felicitous performance of them (Bauer (2015, p. 187) and Longworth (2019, pp. 3–4)).

36. The example is originally from Davidson (1984), but it was brought to prominence by Langton (1993), who appealed to the requirement of uptake for illocution to argue that pornography silences women by preventing them, in certain circumstances, from performing illocutionary acts like refusal. Langton’s reliance on the uptake condition has been controversial. For objections, see Jacobson (1995) and Bird (2002). For replies, see Hornsby and Langton (1998), McGowan (2009), and Mikkola (2011).
be required for some kinds of illocutionary acts to be performed. However, I do not grant that uptake is required for the performance of all illocutionary acts. It seems clear that you were told that the house has a whopperjawed pizer and even clearer that the speaker asserted that it does.\textsuperscript{37} We might still think uptake is required for an assertion to count as fully successful, but it seems not to be required for an utterance to be an assertion.\textsuperscript{38} We must either deny that uptake is required for assertion or else weaken the notion of uptake so that it does not require understanding of the content. Either way, the objection is answered.

The second objection is this: if the addressee doesn’t grasp the at-issue content, then they don’t believe it. But if they don’t believe it, it can’t be one of the things believed by all the participants of the conversation, and so can’t be part of the common ground, even if an addressee has affirmed an assertion of that content.

Recall, though, that it’s not belief that is necessary for common ground status, but acceptance. And while belief may require grasp of the relevant content,\textsuperscript{39} acceptance should not.\textsuperscript{40} We do need to have something that connects the agent to the content they accept, otherwise it would be a mystery why they would count as accepting this content rather than some other. But this can be satisfied in various ways, such as the addressee thinking of the content under the description “whatever the speaker just said, whatever it means”. Similarly for whatever extra is required for making the acceptance suitably public. We can commonly believe that we all accept whatever the speaker just said, even if not all of us understand what it meant. So it is possible for there to be contents in the common ground that not everyone in the conversation can grasp.\textsuperscript{41}

Nevertheless, even granting that it’s possible, we might still doubt that the at-issue content of (1) or (6) do in fact go into the common ground when addressees affirm them without understanding. Perhaps we can make do with less. Here are a couple options for doing so. We might take the least common denominator view, according to which all that goes into the common ground in these cases is whatever parts of the assertion’s content that both the speaker and the addressee recognize

\textsuperscript{37} Alston (2000, p. 24) makes a similar claim about telling and asking, as does Strawson (1964, p. 448) about bequesting (attributing the point to H. L. A. Hart).
\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, some philosophers have claimed that the uptake condition central to the Hornsby and Langton (1998) account of silencing should be put in these weaker terms, as a condition on the full success of an illocutionary act (Maitra 2009, pp. 313–314) or as a condition for successful communication (McGowan 2009, p. 490).
\textsuperscript{39} Though see Recanati (1997).
\textsuperscript{40} Stalnaker himself doesn’t take acceptance of a proposition to require grasping it. In 1700, William III tacitly presupposes and so accepts that England can avoid nuclear war with France, despite not having the concept of nuclear war (Stalnaker 1984, pp. 88–89).

\textsuperscript{41} This is also true on the public commitments model of common ground discussed in note 7. It is clearly possible to have a convention system according to which one is saddled with commitments that one does not fully understand. Consider, for example, this (perhaps mythical) 18\textsuperscript{th} Century British practice, as described by Brandom (1994, p. 162):

\begin{quote}
[a]cording to this practice, taking “the queen’s shilling” from a recruiting officer counts as committing the recipient to military service. . . The actual function of the practice was to enable “recruiting” by disguised officers, who frequented taverns and offered what was, unbeknownst to their victims, the queen’s shilling, as a gesture of goodwill to those who had drunk up all of their own money. Those who accepted found out the significance of what they had done—the commitment they had undertaken, and so the alternation of their status—only upon awakening from the resulting stupor.
\end{quote}

For a less amusing but undoubtedly real case of commitment undertaken without understanding, we need only consider the usual legal treatment of failures to understand written contracts that one has signed. Here is the U.S. Supreme Court in \textit{Upton v. Tribilcock}, 91 U.S. 45 (1875):

\begin{quote}
[i]t will not do for a man to enter into a contract, and, when called upon to respond to its obligations, to say that he did not read it when he signed it, or did not know what it contained. If this were permitted, contracts would not be worth the paper on which they are written. But such is not the law. A contractor must stand by the words of his contract; and, if he will not read what he signs, he alone is responsible for his omission.
\end{quote}
With either the least common denominator or metalinguistic view, the we could retain the At-Issue/Attention Link. We should reject these alternative views, however, since there is good reason to think that the at-issue content does get into the common ground.

There are various ways to act as if some content is true for the purposes of a conversation. Some of these will involve understanding the content and acting in ways that would be rationalized by belief in such a content, like taking out an umbrella because one accepts that it will rain soon. But for conversation, the primary ways of acting as if some content is true are tied to linguistic conventions. One important way to act as if \( p \) is true is to assert something that means \( p \) (i.e., that has \( p \) as its at-issue content). Another is to assent to someone else’s assertion of something that means \( p \). In cases of stupefying, one assents to assertion of a sentence that means \( p \), so one acts as if \( p \) is true for the purposes of the conversation. So one accepts that content. And this assent is suitably public, so one’s acceptance is enough to get that content into the common ground, given that the speaker also publicly accepts it. So we should reject views which imply stupefying doesn’t get the at-issue content of the accepted assertions into the common ground.45

Here’s another argument, primarily against the least common denominator view. Explaining presupposition licensing is one of common ground’s central theoretical roles. One way to test for whether something has made it into common ground, then, is to check whether it can thereafter be presupposed without accommodation. And stupefied acceptance licenses the presuppositions we’d expect if their at-issue contents had been added to the common ground. For example, (8) is a natural follow-

(7) That utterance of “Its pizer is all whopperjawed” is true, whatever it means.

With either the least common denominator or metalinguistic view, the at-issue content of the utterance doesn’t go into the common ground. This would mean stupefying would not be a way of inattentional short-circuiting with at-issue content, since the content that the speaker can’t attend to never makes it into the common ground. If this were right, we could retain the At-Issue/Attention Link. We should reject these alternative views, however, since there is good reason to think that the at-issue content does get into the common ground.

There are various ways to act as if some content is true for the purposes of a conversation. Some of these will involve understanding the content and acting in ways that would be rationalized by belief in such a content, like taking out an umbrella because one accepts that it will rain soon. But for conversation, the primary ways of acting as if some content is true are tied to linguistic conventions. One important way to act as if \( p \) is true is to assert something that means \( p \) (i.e., that has \( p \) as its at-issue content). Another is to assent to someone else’s assertion of something that means \( p \). In cases of stupefying, one assents to assertion of a sentence that means \( p \), so one acts as if \( p \) is true for the purposes of the conversation. So one accepts that content. And this assent is suitably public, so one’s acceptance is enough to get that content into the common ground, given that the speaker also publicly accepts it. So we should reject views which imply stupefying doesn’t get the at-issue content of the accepted assertions into the common ground.45

Here’s another argument, primarily against the least common denominator view. Explaining presupposition licensing is one of common ground’s central theoretical roles. One way to test for whether something has made it into common ground, then, is to check whether it can thereafter be presupposed without accommodation. And stupefied acceptance licenses the presuppositions we’d expect if their at-issue contents had been added to the common ground. For example, (8) is a natural follow-

42. What is a part of a content? We probably don’t want it to be just any entailment, but rather one of the more demanding notions of content parthood from Yablo (2014) or Fine (2017).

43. We might add to this view that often in cases of stupefying, the result is a defective context (Stalnaker 2002, pp. 717–718) where the speaker thinks there is more in the common ground than there really is.

44. One way to implement this strategy is with Stalnakerian diagonalization (Stalnaker (1978) and Stalnaker (2004)). Indeed, diagonalization is proposed by Stalnaker as a repair strategy for when someone says something that the other doesn’t understand (though limited to cases where it is clear to all involved that the addressee wouldn’t understand).

45. Hawthorne and Magidor (2009, p. 394) make a similar point as part of their argument against Stalnaker’s Uniformity constraint, which states that in cases of rational communication, an assertoric utterance expresses the same proposition in each possible world in the context set. Stalnaker (2009, pp. 408–409) and Almotahari and Glick (2010, p. 1085) worry that dropping this constraint will sever the connection between acceptance of a proposition in conversation from how the agent acts outside of the conversation. I do not share this worry, however. First, given what we’ve already said about conversational tone, it’s clear that any connection between acceptance in conversation and action outside the conversation should be flexible and not too strong. Second, the connection between acceptance and action is not fully severed: in the pizer case, acceptance even by an uncomprehending addressee will have implications for how they will act both inside and outside conversation. In conversation, it affects what they can and can’t presuppose. Outside conversation, it affects which cottage they will choose to rent. Finally, even if we follow Stalnaker in his ambitious Grice-inspired program to reduce linguistic communication to non-linguistic behavior and attitudes, we need not hold that every speaker in a linguistic community has behavioral dispositions sensitive to all the distinctions that the contents expressed in their conversations draw. For familiar content externalist reasons from Burge (1979) and others, we should try to get by with the much weaker requirement that the speech community as a whole is sensitive to the relevant distinctions.
up question you (or some other participant of the conversation) might ask after you’ve accepted (6).

(8) Does the other cottage down the road have a whopperjawed pizer, too?

This presupposes that something salient besides the other cottage down the road has a whopperjawed pizer. Presumably it is licensed here because the proposition that the first cottage has one is already part of the common ground, rather than through presupposition accommodation. Having already accepted (6), it would be strange to challenge the additive presupposition of (8). So it is important that we take the common ground to have been updated with the at-issue content of (6), rather than something more general.

The objector would likely try to apply the same strategy to reinterpreting the effects of (8) that they applied to (6). The least common denominator proponent might claim that this question is just asking whether there’s something wrong with the other cottage, and so has a similarly broad presupposition, one that would be satisfied by what they take to have been added by (6). But this cannot be right. Contrary to what this proposal predicts, (8) could not be correctly answered by (9).

(9) Yes, its air conditioning is broken.

The metalinguistic view fares better here. The reinterpretation of (8) would be that it is asking whether “has a whopperjawed pizer” applies to the other cottage, and presupposes that it applies to something else salient. With the acceptance of the metalinguistic interpretation of (6), this presupposition would be satisfied, but (9) would still be a bad answer, as desired.

There’s an additional reason to reject the metalinguistic view, however. According to this view, when the addressee doesn’t understand the at-issue content of an utterance, the at-issue content doesn’t get added to the common ground, only metalinguistic information does. But understanding an utterance is a matter of degree. Consider Burge’s case of a man who thinks he has developed arthritis in his thigh, but seems to have a number of other reasonable and correct beliefs about arthritis (Burge 1979, p. 77). When he was told by his doctor beforehand that he has arthritis in his wrists, he no doubt understood what was said less well than his doctor did, but understood it better than Byers could understand claims about alpha rays. We can imagine a range of interlocutors with understandings of assertions declining gradually from the doctor’s understanding of what they said, down to Burge’s confused man, all the way down to the minimal understanding that Eben Byers and the visitor to Ocracoke Island had of the utterances they accepted, and there will be no clear point at which we go from an interlocutor who understands to one who doesn’t. 46

Understanding is a matter of degree, but an expression’s being given a metalinguistic interpretation is not. So if we go with the metalinguistic view, we are left with two unappealing options. One, the radical metalinguistic view, is to say that the at-issue content is never what gets directly added to the common ground when an assertion is made and accepted, only the corresponding metalinguistic content is. To keep this from being obviously wrong, we need to add that other contents which the interlocutors (publicly) take to follow from the truth of the metalinguistic content also get into the common ground as secondary effects. So this option can allow that interlocutors exchange information about non-linguistic matters. Be that as it may, the radical metalinguistic

46. This suggests a modification to the view of stupefying presented thus far. We should replace the binary awareness operators $A_c^i$, $P_c^i$, and $C_c^i$ with degree operators which return the degrees of attention, ability to process, and grasp of $c$ that $i$ has, respectively. As far as I know, gradable awareness operators have yet to be studied. Halpern and Piermont (2019), though, is a step in the right direction.

If we wanted to stick to our binary notion of stupefying, we could define it in terms of (contextually variant) thresholds on these degree operators. Stupefying would occur when one accepts without understanding well enough. Whether this is so is likely to be a vague matter. It might be preferable to take stupefying itself to be gradable, theorize in terms of interlocutors being more or less stupefied. Byers was highly stupefied, Burge’s confused man less so, and a doctor who has been told that someone has arthritis even less.
view is still unattractive. Typically when we declare that \( p \), we’re directly asserting that \( p \), not that the linguistic form we just produced is true, leaving it to the interlocutors to infer the consequences as they wish. Conversations seem to be primarily in material rather than formal mode. The radical metalinguistic appears to be a distortion of how conversations work.

The alternative modest metalinguistic view is to say that despite the smooth decrease, at some degree of understanding (perhaps not the same for all conversations), indicating acceptance switches from adding the at-issue content to common ground to adding the associated metalinguistic content instead. Those taking this option would be stuck with the unenviable task of saying why there would be this sudden flip and producing evidence indicating that it does happen.

I don’t mean to claim that the least common denominator view or either variant of the metalinguistic view is entirely hopeless. It might be worth trying to develop versions of them further and to try to give them some independent motivation. But as things stand, I take it to be a significant cost to have to accept any of them. Better to take stupefying, like other instances of assented-to assertions, to involve addition of at-issue content to the common ground.

In my view, then, stupefying results in additions to common ground of at-issue contents which have not been attended to by the addressee. So I conclude the At-Issue/Attention Link is false, which is where the account of §1 went wrong. We can fix it by dropping it. This allows us to see stupefying as a potential means of inattentional short-circuiting which works for at-issue content. One can get at-issue content into the common ground without that content’s being attended to, since you can get this content into the common ground without your interlocutor understanding it well enough to attend to it.

2.3 A Norm of Attention?

Though we should give up the At-Issue/Attention Link, it isn’t totally off-track. It does seem that in accepting through saying *Okay* or *Oh, I see*, etc., one typically does act as if one understands and is attending to the relevant content, as one acts as if one believes or knows the content of what one asserts. How can we account for this without the At-Issue/Attention Link?

One way is by appeal to a norm of correctness for acceptance, rather than some automatic updating of attention of the kind required for the At-Issue/Attention Link. Lying shows us that lack of belief doesn’t always prevent assertion, but we still think that there’s some conversational norm which requires belief in or knowledge of what one asserts.\(^{47}\) This is perhaps why asserting is a way of representing oneself as believing. Similarly, stupefying shows us that lack of attention doesn’t always prevent acceptance, but we might still think that there’s some conversational norm which requires attention to the content one accepts. This would explain why it seems that accepting is a way of representing oneself as attending. I suggest that we replace talk of automatic public attention with a normative requirement.

Pursuing this line of thought, we could propose the following.

**Attentional Norm of Confirmation:** \( i \) may confirm \( \phi \) only if \( A^i [\phi] \).

That is, confirm only if you are attending to the at-issue content of what you’re confirming. We need not take this to be the only norm governing confirmation. You shouldn’t confirm something you know to be false, for example. Nor do we need to assume that it is a fundamental norm; perhaps it can be derived from some other norm(s). However, it is the norm we’d need most directly for understanding why acceptance seems to represent one as attending.

Conversational participants, it seems, tend to try to follow this norm and often one is in some sense criticizable if one violates it. If it emerges that one had confirmed something one didn’t understand, one can be chided: “Why did you agree if you didn’t understand what I was saying?”. However, I don’t think that there can be such a norm in general.

\(^{47}\) Here I am thinking of norms of the kind discussed in Williamson (2000, Ch. 11) and the literature responding to it.
In some conversations, the following kind of hedged confirmations can be an acceptable response to assertions one doesn’t understand.48

(10)  
   a.  Hmm, I don’t think I understand that, but okay.  
   b.  I have no idea what that means, but yeah, sure.

If the Attentional Norm held in general, we’d expect hedged confirmations like these to be always unacceptable, as the corresponding ones seem to be for putative norms of assertion.49

(11) It’s raining but I don’t know/believe it is.

So while assertion may well have a norm of knowledge or belief, we should not accept that there is an attentional norm for confirmation.

It’s important, though, that one can’t say these things in just any circumstance. If you’re told that it’s best not to stay at the house with the whopperjawed pizer, uncomprehending acceptance seems worse than accepting that you shouldn’t stay at some given house which you can already identify, because it has a whopperjawed pizer. When something about the pizer is cited as a reason for some piece of advice, the uncomprehending addressee can still accept the advice, if only on faith. But when it is used to specify what the advice is, hedged confirmation doesn’t work because one can’t take the advice in the way the conversation seems to require.

This suggests that rather than appealing to a norm of acceptance, we should try to derive the normative requirement for attention in most cases from more general principles of pragmatics and rationality, in a roughly Gricean way. Something like:

48. Note that in conversations with hedged acceptances like this, it will be realized by everyone that stupefying has happened. This means that the common ground won’t be defective, so we cannot treat stupefying in general as a special case of defective context.

49. Interestingly, some ways of confirming don’t sound okay when hedged like this. Okay and sure are suited for it, but yes, of course, definitely, and others are not. So we should probably distinguish different varieties of confirmation. The Attentional Norm might hold for some of them.

Like Grice’s Cooperative Principle, this is very general and rather vague. Though it would take a lot of substantive work, the hope is that we could derive from it the requirement for most cases of attending to what one accepts, while still allowing for certain exceptions.51 This would explain why accepting usually seems to involve acting as if one is attending—and why the At-Issue/Attention Link has been an attractive assumption to many—but nevertheless allows for the possibility of stupefied acceptance, even an openly stupefied acceptance.

Much work would be required to defend and flesh out the details of a proposal along these lines. All I will say here is that it seems plausible that we can account for the connection between at-issue content and attention without committing to the At-Issue/Attention Link.

2.4 Leveraging the Stupor

I have argued that stupefying is a way that at-issue content can be added to the common ground without being attended to, and so the At-Issue/Attention Link should be rejected. However, we’re not quite finished with the account of how stupefying can work as a means of conversational manipulation.

50. Based on the Cooperative Principle from Grice (1967, p. 26): “Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged”. We could, of course, derive our principle from the Cooperative Principle if we make the somewhat unnatural move of taking one’s attention to be a “conversational contribution”. I take it, though, that Grice’s principle is about how to be a good speaker. Our principle, by contrast, is largely about how to be a good listener.

51. More ambitiously, we might aim to account for the differences in felicity in inattentive acceptance when using different means of confirmation (see note 49). Still more ambitiously, we might try to extend this approach to account for the differences in felicity in using context-sensitive expressions (pronouns, possessives, quantifiers, tense, etc.) when the context underspecifies their semantic values, as discussed by Buchanan (2010), King (2018), and others.
In §1.1, we considered a puzzle about how getting something in the common ground can be a means of manipulation, given that belief is not in general required for something’s being in the common ground. The solution was to appeal to conversational tone: in conversations with certain serious conversational tones, belief is required. As things stand, though, this is an uncomfortable fit with the account of stupefying I’ve offered. There are two problems that need to be addressed.

The first problem concerns how we should think about conversational tone. The conversations involving stupefying that we’ve considered seem to be serious ones, not mere joking or pretense. Yet it’s plausible that in at least some cases of stupefying, some content added to the common ground is not believed by all the interlocutors. A fortiori, it is not publicly believed by all the interlocutors. So if we are to maintain the view that stupefying gets an assertion’s at-issue content into the common ground, we’ll need to revise the notion of conversational tone.

Another common phenomenon gives us independent reason to revise the notion of conversational tone in the required way. Lying is one way that a speaker can get contents into the common ground of a serious conversation. Yet one does not typically believe one’s own lies. A fortiori, the lies are not publicly believed by all the interlocutors. So if we are to maintain the view that stupefying gets an assertion’s at-issue content into the common ground, we’ll need to revise the notion of conversational tone.

How, then, should we think of conversational tone? Distinguish between what kind of attitude an interlocutor takes towards the propositions in the common ground and what they convey about their attitudes towards the propositions in the common ground. I think we should take conversational tone to be determined by what interlocutors convey about their attitudes rather than what attitudes they in fact have. Here’s a first pass at a revised definition: a conversation has tone $T$ when each interlocutor $i$ publicly intends that all other interlocutors believe that $i$ has attitude $T$ towards the propositions in the common ground. No doubt there will be further complications that a more developed theory of conversational tone will need to deal with, but this simple revision solves our first problem. The liar and the stupefied can intend others to believe that they believe everything in the common ground, so lying and stupefying can take place in conversations with a tone of belief.

The second and more pressing issue for the question of how stupefying works is this: how can a proposition’s being in the common ground significantly direct someone’s conduct if they don’t understand that proposition? If I have no idea what a whopperjawed pizer is, how can getting me to accept that the cottage has one significantly influence my actions beyond the conversation itself?

As noted above, understanding is a matter of degree, and in many cases of stupefying there is at least some degree of understanding. One route to influence outside of the conversation is through the stupefied’s partial grasp of the proposition they accepted and now think is true, whatever exactly it means. The addressee may understand the proposition well enough to realize that they should behave in certain ways if it is true, and so go on to behave in those ways.

This is not the only way that stupefying can influence conduct, however. The other way of achieving influence I will discuss does not rely on what the addressee does understand, but instead takes advantage precisely of their failure to understand.

Stupefied acceptance can be leveraged into acceptance of propositions that the addressee does understand. The most straightforward way to do this is for the speaker to assert, presuppose, or otherwise imply a conditional with the stupefying content as its antecedent: if Radithor produces alpha rays that do such-and-such, then ingesting radium water is beneficial to your health; if that cottage has a whopperjawed pizer, then you shouldn’t stay there. There are some cases where one might have allowed oneself to be stupefied but resist such a conditional. One might do so if one already has strong reason to doubt the consequent, for example. But this can be difficult to do, given that one doesn’t understand the antecedent. Moreover, typically the same kinds of reasons that have led one to accept the antecedent without understanding it will also lead one to accept the conditional and, on that basis, the consequent. So if one is not just partaking in a serious conversation but also taking the conversation seriously and believing what’s in its common ground to
the extent that one can, one will come out believing this consequent, which one does understand well enough to act on in a variety of ways.

Stupefied acceptance can thus be leveraged into acceptance of contents that are understood well enough to direct conduct. This sort of leveraging is what leads the stupefied to buying and drinking Radithor, staying at the cottage down the road, taking out this loan, voting for that policy, and so on.

3. Why Does Stupefying Happen?

Why do speakers sometimes say what their addressees won’t understand? And why do addressees sometimes accept it anyways? This final section is a preliminary exploration of some answers to these questions. A full account of why stupefying happens is no more feasible than one of why lying happens. Nevertheless, I hope the following will clarify some of the major reasons stupefying happens and point us in interesting directions for further investigation.

3.1 Why Speakers Stupefy

Stupefying is often done intentionally. Given that it can be a means of short-circuiting, it’s no wonder that it is attractive to hucksters, quacks, frauds, and the like. It is a tool for manipulation.

One particular attraction of stupefying to the unscrupulous is that it sometimes allows for a kind of bootstrapping of epistemic authority. One method is what could be called the Guru’s Gambit: confidently say some gibberish, using impressive-sounding esoteric vocabulary. Imply this is connected to areas of deep concern to your audience—relationships, health, money, etc.—and that the gibberish gives you knowledge of feasible ways they can make big improvements in these areas. Since you’re saying impressive-sounding things which they think they can’t understand but seem to make sense to you, you must know something they don’t. You must be a relative expert on the matter of quantum healing or whatever. And as an expert, you may have some extra insight into what it can do. Moreover, since they don’t understand what you’re saying, no objections come to mind. One is inclined, then, to accept both the stupefying assertions and the more quotidian ones based on them, like “My method can help you” and “You should buy my book”. This is helped along by a healthy dose of wishful thinking and, when others have already bought into it, the stupefied acquiescence of the surrounding crowd.

A similar kind of bootstrapping can help explain obscurantism, which involves making statements which are difficult for one’s audience to understand but have contents which can be expressed in simple ways that could be easily understood. It is an attempt to stupefy by form while giving the addressee the impression that they are being stupefied by content. Like the Guru’s Gambit, obscurantism can trick an addressee into assigning the speaker more epistemic authority than they deserve. This is why charlatans often make needless use of jargon and put things in overly convoluted ways.

In cases like these, it rarely matters to the speaker what content the stupefying utterances have. All that matters is that it can successfully stupefy, then be leveraged in the right ways. This is why attempts to stupefy so often involve bullshit, in Frankfurt’s sense of lacking a “connection to a concern with truth” (Frankfurt 1986, p. 125).

Intentional stupefying is not limited to the domain of posers and purveyors of bullshit, though. For various reasons, real experts sometimes deploy their knowledge in ways intended to stupefy their audience. Here is an example from Elena Ferrante’s Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay. Lina is telling Lenù, the narrator, about her work with computers, which were newfangled technology at the time.

She talked to me about ferrite cores, rings traversed by an electrical

52. Some of these issues, I think, can be fruitfully studied in a game theoretic framework which incorporates unawareness (as in, e.g., Heifetz, Meier, and Schipper (2013), Halpern and Rêgo (2014), and Franke (2014)), and a public announcement logic (as in Ágotnes and van Ditmarsch (2011) and van Benthem (2011, Ch. 15)). I will leave this work for other occasions.

cable whose tension determined the rotation, 0 or 1, and a ring was a bit, and the total of eight rings could represent a byte, and that is a character. . . . Is that clear? she asked me every so often. I answered yes, weakly, but I didn’t know what she was talking about. I perceived only that she noticed that nothing was clear to me, and I was ashamed of this.

(Ferrante 2014, p. 262)

Lina is “bewildering [Lenù] with an incomprehensible jargon” (p. 261), apparently intentionally. It’s not obvious why she’s doing so, but one can imagine a range of motivations for acting like this: to show off, to put down, to not insult by dumbing things down. Perhaps she’s just excited to show her friend that she’s finally found work that is enjoyable and intellectually engaging. She could well respond to Lenù’s shame by telling her it’s okay if she doesn’t understand and thanking her for listening.

Intentional stupefying can happen in various ways, for various reasons. But not all stupefying is intentional, and indeed it often goes unrecognized even after it has happened. Here’s a real example of unintentional stupefying of some concern to bioethicists. In his study of patient consent to medical research, John Fletcher describes the case of Mrs. B., a hospitalized patient who took part in a non-therapeutic study of dyslipoproteinemia. Fletcher reports:

. . . [Mrs. B.] complained in her interview with me that she lacked knowledge about the purpose of Dr. A.’s study, and that she had difficulty understanding the technical parts. When I reminded her that she did have ample opportunity in the consent process to ask such questions of Dr. A., she said “Well, I didn’t want him to think I was stupid!” She had pretended to understand some things and did not question Dr. A. as much as she wanted.

(Fletcher 1976, p. 270)

Mrs. B. was, it seems, stupefied by some of the things Dr. A. said in their discussions leading up to her consenting to the study. But this was not intentional on Dr. A.’s part. According to Fletcher, “Dr. A. actually believed Mrs. B. to be very well informed and highly curious about the technical side of medicine” (p. 272).

Experts often have a hard time assessing what non-experts know, since they tend to overestimate the amount of shared background knowledge. They are thus a common source of unintentional stupefying. They are not the only source, though. Take someone who has bought into the quack’s explanation, excitedly repeating it to their doctor friend hoping for it to be understood and confirmed. The friend may be stupefied, but not intentionally so.

3.2 Why Addressees are Stupefied

We’ve seen that there are a number of reasons speakers make potentially stupefying assertions, intentionally or otherwise. Why, though, do addressees allow themselves to be stupefied? Why go along with it?

In a personal conversation, when someone makes an assertion, here are the options the hearer has:

- Confirm
- Don’t confirm
- Deny
- Question
- Other
  - Question truth
  - Clarification request

54. Though this study didn’t involve high risks, it did prolong Mrs. B’s hospital stay and involved injections as well as daily blood and urine collections. Had she properly understood the study and its purpose, perhaps she would not have consented to these inconveniences, or perhaps Dr. A. wouldn’t have wanted to spend enough time to get Mrs. B. to understand the issues as well as she would have liked. Instead, Mrs. B. was apparently stupefied and deliberation was thereby short-circuited.

55. A cognitive bias known as the curse of knowledge. See Camerer, Loewenstein, and Weber (1989), Birch and Bloom (2007), and Birch et al. (2017).
Besides confirming, denying, or raising some question about the utterance without confirming or denying it, one can of course do all sorts of things. Blankly stare into space, assert something totally unrelated, scream and run away, or stop, drop, and roll. These are all classed under the option other, and are usually not options on an addressee’s radar in a normal conversation, and so are typically ignored.\footnote{Why these and other options are usually excluded from consideration is an interesting question, but not one I will take up here.} What we want to know is why, in a case in which something has been asserted which they don’t understand, an addressee would pick confirm as opposed to deny or question.

It’s pretty clear why one usually wouldn’t deny the utterance: since one doesn’t understand it, it’s unlikely one will be able to justify acceptance of the negation of what was asserted. And given the sort of challenge that denial typically involves to the original speaker, it’s likely that this justification will be demanded. The same explanation goes, more or less, for raising some question that’s supposed to bear on the assertion’s truth. One’s lack of understanding makes it hard to know what questions would make sense to raise, and the answers to them will likely just put one in a new stupor, so asking them doesn’t accomplish much anyways.

What’s more interesting is why, when faced with some assertion one doesn’t understand, one doesn’t simply ask for clarification about what the utterance means. Why not respond to the incomprehensible assertions with something like (12)?

\begin{enumerate}
\item I don’t understand, could you explain that in other terms?
\item What’s an ionizing process/pizer/ferrite core/etc.?
\end{enumerate}

Such requests for clarification are often the sensible thing to do, and indeed they are often made.\footnote{See Purver, Ginzburg, and Healey (2003) and Ginzburg (2012, Ch. 6).} But sometimes addressees don’t ask them, instead allowing themselves to be stupefied. They need not be irrational on this account, however, because clarification requests can have costs that may outweigh the potential benefits. The most common and important clarification costs, I think, stem from three facts: (i) they take time and effort, (ii) they express ignorance, and (iii) they sometimes appear to challenge authority.

Regarding (i), it can take quite a while to explain to someone all they need to know in order to understand the relevant terms. In extreme cases, such as those involving arcane technical vocabulary, it can take years to acquire the concepts needed to understand. But even when it would take just a few minutes or less to figure out what’s being talked about, this can still be a cost: one could be doing more useful things and so, one might worry, could one’s interlocutor. Sometimes this cost is minor enough to be negligible, but often it is not.\footnote{Indeed, in some cases, making such demands on the speaker can be exploitative and harmful, as when members of an oppressed group are asked again and again to explain various harms done to them. See Berenstain (2016) for discussion.} If it doesn’t seem important enough that one fully understand before accepting, allowing oneself to be stupefied may seem to be the best option so as to avoid the demands on time and effort.

As for (ii), we’ve already seen this cited as an explanation of stupefying: Mrs. B., recall, worried that Dr. A. would have thought her to be stupid had she asked what was necessary to avoid being stupefied. This is a common reason that addressees allow themselves to be stupefied: by pretending to understand, one saves intellectual face.\footnote{Sometimes, allowing oneself to be stupefied ends up displaying one’s ignorance, as with Sokal’s famous hoax (Sokal and Bricmont 1998, Ch. 1). An exception, I think, which illustrates the rule.}

Moreover, in plenty of cases, ignorance can imply other failures which we wish to keep hidden. It is often one’s responsibility to understand certain things because one is a citizen, say, or a parent, or a doctor, or because one has promised to read and think about something. Displaying ignorance by asking for clarification, then, can also involve the cost of revealing that one has failed to fulfill certain obligations.

Finally, our identities are often tied up with what we know, partic-
ularly with our knowledge of language.\textsuperscript{60} One may worry that asking someone to tell them what pizer means may out them as an outsider (or a dingbatter, as it would be put in Ocracoke Brogue), or that asking what supervenience means would show one not to be a bona fide analytic philosopher. Allowing oneself to be stupefied is sometimes a way one tries to fit in.

Another potential social cost of clarification questions is (iii): that they can challenge authority, or at least appear to do so. We’re all familiar with the aggressive “But what does that even mean?” clarification request meant less to find out what the speaker meant than to show everyone that they were talking nonsense. Clarification questions, even ones not meant in this way, can come across as challenges to the speaker, which can be costly. One way it can be costly is when the speaker is, in one way or another, more powerful than the one asking the clarification question. If their authority appears to be challenged, they or their associates might impose some social or even physical cost on the questioner.

Another way the appearance of challenge can be costly is through the harmful effects it has on the person who made the original assertion. We can’t always explain what we mean, even when we have said something perfectly meaningful. But someone’s not being able to explain what they meant can nevertheless make them appear incompetent, reducing their credibility. Similarly when one can but does not want to take the time to explain what one means. Clarification questions’ ability to undermine credibility means they can exacerbate what Miranda Fricker (2007, p. 1) calls testimonial injustice, which occurs “when prejudice causes a hearer to give a deflated level of credibility to a speaker’s word”.\textsuperscript{61} Triggering or worsening testimonial injustice is sometimes a cost of clarification questions. Stupefied acceptance is a way to avoid such costs.

How costly (i), (ii), and (iii) end up being varies a lot depending on the context: how pressed one is for time, what one is expected to know, the social positions of speaker and addressee, and so on. But it’s not hard to see how they can make requesting clarification into an unattractive option when compared with allowing oneself to be stupefied.

This is especially so when the costs of confirming are low, as they often are. One obvious way for the cost of confirming to be low is if not much rides on what ends up becoming joint discourse commitments. This is so when the conversational tone is not one of belief, or when one doesn’t care about the topic or respect one’s interlocutors enough to take the result of the conversation seriously. If people are just chatting to pass the time and achieve various social goals unrelated to a conversation’s content, there’s not much harm in explicitly accepting some assertion which one doesn’t understand. Hence the ubiquity of smiling and nodding at cocktail parties.

Another way for (expected) confirmation cost to be low is when what matters is not anything that depends on the hearer understanding, but just depends on whether what has been said is true. Sometimes the hearer has good evidence—and indeed can know—that what the speaker

\textsuperscript{60}. The relationship between language and identity is core topic in sociolinguistics. See Mendoza-Denton (2002) and Tabouret-Keller (1997).

\textsuperscript{61}. Indeed, it can do so in a particularly pernicious way, harnessing the other kind of epistemic injustice Fricker discusses, hermeneutical injustice, which occurs when “a gap in collective interpretive resources puts someone at an unfair disadvantage when it comes to making sense of their social experiences”. This gap makes it more likely that the hermeneutically marginalized will describe their experiences in ways that others do not and cannot understand (Fricker 2007, p. 159). If responding to this with clarification questions lowers their credibility in a way at least partly due to prejudice, then such questions can be seen as a way of transforming hermeneutical into testimonial injustice.
uttered is true, even without understanding.\textsuperscript{62} If my doctor tells me that levothyroxine will “diffuse into the cell nucleus and bind to thyroid receptor proteins attached to DNA”, activating “gene transcription and synthesis of messenger RNA and cytoplasmic proteins”, and that this is why she thinks it will help with some symptoms I have, it really makes no difference whether I understood what she said, so long as she’s right about it and about its connection to my symptoms.\textsuperscript{63} And given her profession, I trust that she is right about this, so it seems like a low cost to just accept what she has said without understanding.\textsuperscript{64} For similar reasons, Eben Byers may well have been rational in being stupefied into drinking Radithor.

3.3 What Is to Be Done?

We’ve seen some reasons why speakers might say what their addressees won’t understand and why addressees sometimes accept what has been said anyways. Sometimes speakers stupefy out of greed, malice, or carelessness, but not always. Sometimes addressees are stupefied out of vanity or obsequiousness, but not always. Stupefying can be a means of short-circuiting and manipulation for speakers and can be irrational for hearers, but it can also result from innocent, cooperative, and reasonable conversational moves. Not all stupefying is bad. We should probably not try to eliminate stupefying, then, but rather be wary of it. I’ll conclude by speculatively suggesting that some important goods are unattainable without stupefying. This would make any attempt to avoid stupefying altogether a serious mistake.

When we learn from others speaking with us, we usually do so by at least provisionally accepting what they say.\textsuperscript{65} Some learning involves eliminating possibilities which we already realize, if only implicitly, are possibilities. This is well modeled by the familiar Stalnakerian picture of conversation. Other learning, though, involves conceptual expansion, adding to our stock of what we consider possibilities.\textsuperscript{66} We emerge from it not, primarily, with a collection of new facts about how the world is, but rather new ways of thinking about how the world might be. These new ways of thinking are usually not easily definable from what one already understands. So if a teacher aims to impart this kind of knowledge through speech, they will typically do so by saying what we don’t yet understand. And to learn the new way of thinking from them, we provisionally accept what they say without understanding it, hoping that as we follow them and try thinking these thoughts on our own, things will begin to fall into place. When this happens, we gradually come to understand what we have already accepted. Learning

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{62} On how to tell when one can trust an expert on matters one doesn’t understand, see Goldman (2001). Interestingly, citing a suggestion by Carol Caraway, Goldman distinguishes between semantically and epistemically esoteric statements, where “[s]emantically esoteric statements are ones that a novice cannot assess because he does not even understand them; typically, they utilize a technical vocabulary he has not mastered. Epistemically esoteric statements are statements that the novice understands but still cannot assess for truth-value.” (Goldman 2001, p. 94, n. 10). Semantically esoteric statements, of course, are just the sort of statements involved in stupefying.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Novothyrox (2008).
  \item \textsuperscript{64} One option which is often the best in situations like this is to confirm in the hedged way discussed in §2.3: accepting, but explicitly flagging one’s failure to understand. This has one of the costs of requesting clarification, since it does express ignorance. But it can, if done in the right way, avoid the others. And by not giving a false impression of understanding, it can have some advantages over a more straightforward confirmation. For example, if the speaker thinks it is important that I understand, they can take the time to explain it. It’s also more clear to observers that any responsibility for defending it falls to the speaker.
  \item \textsuperscript{65} On the centrality of testimony in our ancestors’ way of life and its impact on the development of their minds and language, see Cibra and Gergely (2009), Sterelny (2012), Tomasello (2008), Tomasello (2014), and Mercier and Sperber (2017). On the crucial role of testimony in children’s learning, see Harris (2012). There is also a large literature, of course, on the epistemology of testimony; see Lackey and Sosa (2006) for an entry point.
  \item \textsuperscript{66} For an interesting study of the kind of learning I have in mind, particularly in children, see Carey (2009). Her account of how it works, which she calls Quinian Bootstrapping, involves reliance on a kind of placeholder thought to which content is added as it is used. For a similar phenomenon of interest to philosophers of science, see Stevens (2012) on what he calls ‘introjection’. The epistemology of these sorts of transitions is, in my view, much understudied. But for some discussions of epistemically evaluating concepts and concept acquisition, see Carr (2015), Égré and O’Madagain (2019), Pérez Carballo (2020), and Deigan (2020).
\end{itemize}
from others in this way will involve stupefying.\textsuperscript{67}

In one of Malebranche’s dialogues, Theodore’s pupil Aristes finally accepts something Theodore has been saying and restates the view back to him. “Do you conceive all this quite distinctly?” Theodore asks, “Are you quite convinced of it by the reasons I have given you and by your own reflections?” Aristes admits he was stupefied:

ARISTES. . . . It seems that you excite sensations in me instead of producing clear ideas. I am using your language. In all honesty, I do not understand everything you are telling me. I see it, and a moment later I no longer see it. For I still only glimpse it. It seems to me you are right, but I am not understanding you too well.

(Malebranche 1688–1997, §III.viii)

As we’re learning new ways to think, we often only barely glimpse what someone is saying. To come to understand it, we accept it anyways, using their language until it becomes our own. If this is right, we need to live with stupefying. There are times when we should resist the temptation to stupefy and be stupefied, but other times it is necessary for imparting and acquiring new ways of thinking.\textsuperscript{68}

\textsuperscript{67} This in turn means that, at least for a certain kind of learning by testimony, understanding of what the other said is not a precondition for success, but rather the result of it. This contrasts with the usual assumption that understanding is a precondition for testimony’s epistemic success. For a different sort of challenge to the view that testimonial success requires understanding, see Peet (2018).

\textsuperscript{68} For helpful discussions of this paper, I am grateful to Dorit Bar-On, Brian Earp, Daniel Ferguson, Daniel Greco, Larry Horn, Laurie Paul, Craige Roberts, Mandy Simons, Jason Stanley, Kate Stanton, Zoltán Gendler Szabó, Nadine Theiler, Timothy Williamson, an anonymous referee for The Philosophical Review, two anonymous referees for Philosophers’ Imprint, and audiences at the 2019 Yale WIP seminar and the 2019 ECOM workshop at the University of Connecticut.
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